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Abstract. Compact object mergers are promising candidates for the progenitor system of short
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). Using gravitational wave (GW) triggers to identify a merger, any
electromagnetic (EM) counterparts from the jet can be used to constrain the dynamics and
structure of short GRB jets. GW triggered searches could reveal a hidden population of optical
transients associated with the short-lived jets from the merger object. If the population of
merger-jets is dominated by low-Lorentz-factors, then a GW triggered search will reveal the
on-axis orphan afterglows from these failed GRBs. By considering the EM counterparts from
a jet, with or without the prompt GRB, the jet structure and dynamics can be constrained.
By modelling the afterglow of various jet structures with viewing angle, we provide observable
predictions for the on- and off- axis EM jet counterparts. The predictions provide an indication
for the various features expected from the proposed jet structure models.
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1. Introduction

Gravitational wave (GW) driven mergers of neutron star (NS) or black hole (BH)
- neutron star binary systems are the most promising candidate for the progenitor
of short duration γ-ray bursts (GRBs) (e.g. Eichler et al. 1989; Narayan et al. 1992;
Mochkovitch et al. 1993; Bogomazov et al. 2007; Nakar 2007; Berger 2014). Mergering
NS/BH-NS systems will be detectable by gravitational wave observatories where the
mergers occur within the detection horizon (Nissanke et al. 2013). Amongst the elec-
tromagnetic (EM) counterparts are isotropic macro/kilo-nova (e.g. Li & Paczyński 1998;
Barnes & Kasen 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Piran et al. 2013; Metzger & Fernández
2014; Tanaka et al. 2014, 2017; Barnes et al. 2016; Tanaka 2016; Metzger 2017), ra-
dio counterparts (e.g. Nakar & Piran 2011; Kyutoku et al. 2014; Margalit & Piran 2015;
Hotokezaka & Piran 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2016), wide angle coccoon emission (Lazzati et al.
2017; Nakar & Piran 2017; Gottlieb et al. 2018; Kisaka et al. 2017), resonant shattering,
merger-shock or precursor flares (Tsang et al. 2012; Kyutoku et al. 2014; Metzger & Zivancev
2016; Salafia et al. 2017), GRBs (e.g. Coward et al. 2014; Ghirlanda et al. 2016; Kathirgamaraju et al.
2017; Jin et al. 2017), failed GRBs (fGRB) (Dermer et al. 2000; Huang et al. 2002; Nakar & Piran
2003; Rhoads 2003; Lamb & Kobayashi 2016, 2017a,c), and off-axis orphan afterglows
(e.g. Rossi et al. 2002; Granot et al. 2002; Zou et al. 2007; Zhang 2013; Lazzati et al.
2017; Sun et al. 2017).
GRBs are the dissipation of energy within relativistic jets launched due to the rapid

accretion of material following the formation of a stellar mass BH (or a NS). Relativis-
tic jets from accreting BH systems are seen on all mass scales, from the stellar mass
BHs in some X-ray binaries and GRBs, to the super-massive BHs at the centres of
galaxies. The universality of these jets indicates that the physical processes involved in
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the formation, collimation and acceleration are likely to be similar. These similarities
have given rise to a number of attempts to show scaling relations for the observables
from these systems (e.g Merloni et al. 2003; Heinz & Sunyaev 2003; Falcke et al. 2004;
Türler et al. 2004; Yuan & Zhang 2012; Nemmen et al. 2012; Ma et al. 2014; Lamb et al.
2017b; Wang & Dai 2017). For the transient jets associated with GRBs, external shocks
form as the jet decelerates leading to an afterglow (Sari et al. 1998).
The highly variable non-thermal emission of GRBs can only be explained if the jet or

outflow is ultrarelativistic, with typical bulk Lorentz factors Γ ∼ 100 (Mészáros 2002,
etc.). As the jet decelerates it produces a broadband afterglow, this emission is beamed
within an angle 1/Γ. When 1/Γ > θj , the jets half-opening angle, a break in the afterglow
lightcurve will be seen. For short GRBs, where the arrival time duration for 90% of
the prompt emission is < 2s, the opening angle of the jet is poorly constrained. The
range of opening angles from short GRB afterglow break time measurements indicates
a wide range of jet half-opening angles, 2◦ at the narrowest and > 25◦ for the widest
(Fong et al. 2015). Energy distribution (or structure) within the jet is usually assumed
to be homogeneous.
As jets are collimated, the probabilty that a system with a bi-polar outflow is inclined

towards an observer is ∼ θ2j/2. For an isotropic distribution of systems, the on-axis
probability is small. However, for a GW detected system where GWs are strongest in
the polar directions, there is a GW Malmquist bias towards merging systems with a low-
inclination (Kochanek & Piran 1993; Nissanke et al. 2010; Schutz 2011). Figure 1 shows
the probability for a GW detected system with a given inclination, and the cumlative
fraction of events inclined within an inclination angle. For jets with a wide half-opening
angle, or where the EM counterparts from the jet are bright at inclinations 20− 40◦ e.g.
structured jets, then the potential to observe a jet origin EM counterpart following a
GW detected NS/BH-NS merger is reasonable, ∼ 0.2− 0.6 (Lamb & Kobayashi 2017c).
In §2 we discuss the expected excess in a population of merger-jets where the dominant

fraction has a low-Γ. In §3 we describe the lightcurves from the afterglow of various
structured jets and give an indication of how some structure models can enhance the
fraction of bright optical transients associated with GW detected NS/BH-NS mergers.
§4 gives a summary of §2 and §3 plus additional comments and discussion regarding a
population of low-Γ or structured jets.

2. Low-Γ Jets - failed GRBs

Where baryon loading of a relativistic outflow is efficient the bulk Lorentz-factor of the
jet will be low i.e. Γ << 40 (e.g. Lei et al. 2013), where Γ is very low the GRB will be sup-
pressed resulting in a failed-GRB and an afterglow-like transient. Failed GRBs, or dirty
fireballs, were first discussed by Dermer et al. (2000); Huang et al. (2002); Nakar & Piran
(2003) and Rhoads (2003) as potential sources of X-ray, optical and radio transients sim-
ilar in appearance to a GRB afterglow but without the prompt high-energy trigger (e.g.
Cenko et al. 2013). A population of low-Γ jets from mergers may go undetected, GW
astronomy provides a trigger to search for such failed-GRB transients from merger-jets
(Lamb & Kobayashi 2016).
Relativistic outflows become optically thin at the photospheric radius, Rp ∝ (E/Γ)1/2,

and the minimum variability timescale for the prompt γ-ray emission constrains the
radius from which these high-energy photons are emitted, Rd ∼ cδtΓ2. For a bright
GRB the dissipation radius should be above the photospheric radius, Rd > Rp, and

Γ & 80E
1/5
51

δt
−2/5
−1

where E51 = E/(1051 erg) and δt−1 = δt/(0.1 s). If Rd << Rp then
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Figure 1. By considering the GW strain from a merger as a function of inclination, the dis-
tribution of system inclinations can be determined. For all GW detected mergers at a fraction
of the maximum detectable luminosity distance, the probability of a system being inclined at
given angle is shown with the blue solid line. The mean system inclination for this distribution
is the dashed black line. The red dasheddotted line is the cumulative distribution. Figure from
Lamb & Kobayashi 2017c

the γ-rays will be injected into an optically thick plasma. The high-energy photons will
be coupled to the plasma and adiabatically cool until the optical depth reaches unity.
Additionally the photons will undergo pair-production and Compton down-scattering
that progressively thermalizes the distribution (Pe’er et al. 2005; Thompson et al. 2007;
Hascoët et al. 2014).
To successfully produce a GRB at typical short GRB jet kinetic energies and efficien-

cies, the bulk Lorentz factor for an outflow should be Γ & 20 − 30. For jets where the
Lorentz-factor is below this limit, the outflow will not produce a GRB but will still result
in a broadband afterglow that could be detected as an on-axis orphan afterglow. If we con-
sider a cosmological population of merger jets that follow a Wanderman & Piran (2015)
redshift and initial luminosity function, but where the bulk Lorentz-factor follows a dis-
tribution N(Γ) ∝ Γ−7/4, then ∼ 91% of the population result in failed GRBs or GRBs
too faint to be Swift/BAT detectable. Where the volume is limited to z 6 0.07, approxi-
mately the face-on limit for NS-NS mergers detectable by advanced LIGO (Abbott et al.
2016, etc.) and there is an associated GW detection, then the fraction is ∼ 78% failed
GRBs (Lamb & Kobayashi 2016). These fractions only consider a population of systems
with inclinations less than a jets half-opening angle.
The distribution of GRBs and failed GRBs with jet kinetic energy and bulk Lorentz-

factor are shown in Figure 2 for the local events, z 6 0.07. The inset shows an example
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Figure 2. A Monte Carlo population of merger-jets oriented towards an observer within
z 6 0.07. Isotropic equivalent jet kinetic energy is shown on the x-axis, whilst the jet ini-
tial bulk Lorentz factor is shown on the y-axis. Blue circle indicates a Swift/BAT detectable
short GRB, a red cross indicates a failed GRB. Inset: lightcurve for an on-axis low-luminosity
GRB at 40 Mpc with parameters indicated by the grey circle. Red dashed-dotted line is forward-
and reverse- shock emission at 10 GHz; green solid line is forward-shock r-band emission; and
blue dashed line is forward-shock X-ray emission. Horizontal lines indicate flux level: 1µJy at
10 GHz, red dashed-dotted; and magnitude 21 at r-band, green solid line. The lower limit of
the y-axis indicates the X-ray sensitivity of ∼ 0.4 µCrab at 4 keV. Figure adapted from Lamb
& Kobayashi 2016, 2017d

afterglow lightcurve for a merger-jet at 40 Mpc, with a Γ = 30 and a jet kinetic energy
Ek ∼ 1052 erg in an ambient medium with particle number density n = (9 ± 6) × 10−3

cm−3, the shaded regions represent the density uncertainty; such a merger-jet would
produce a very low-luminosity GRB just below the detection limit for Swift/BAT. The
afterglow at radio (10 GHz), optical (r-band) and X-ray (1018 Hz) are shown. The after-
glow is bright for an on-axis observer (Lamb & Kobayashi 2017d).

For on-axis orphan afterglows at a distance less than ∼ 300 Mpc, the optical peak
flux is brighter than magnitude 21 for ∼ 85% of cases whilst 10 GHz and X-ray are
always brighter than the detection limits for the various facilities at these wavelengths
(Lamb & Kobayashi 2016), e.g. VLA and XRT respectively. Optical and X-ray emission
peaks on the same timescale, typically 0.1-10 days after a GW merger signal. Radio
emission will peak from 10 days after the merger. Jets with a lower Lorentz-factor will
peak later and be fainter due to the characteristic frequency being below that of the
observation frequency at the peak time.
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3. Jet Structure

Structured jets have a jet energy per steradian (or other parameter) that varies with
angle from the central axis (e.g. Granot et al. 2002; Zhang & Mészáros 2002; Rossi et al.
2002, 2004; Vlahakis et al. 2003; Wei & Jin 2003; Kumar & Granot 2003; Panaitescu
2005; Peng et al. 2005; Jin et al. 2007; Barkov & Pozanenko 2011). A relativistic jet may
have an intrinsic structure due to the formation mechanism (e.g. van Putten & Levinson
2003; Vlahakis et al. 2003) or as the jet breaks out of the medium immediately around the
central-engine (e.g. Lyutikov & Blandford 2002; Levinson & Eichler 2003; Zhang et al.
2003, 2004; Lazzati & Begelman 2005; Morsony et al. 2010; Pescalli et al. 2015). As a
jet breaks out from the dynamical ejecta associated with a NS/BH-NS merger, the jet
will lose the collimating pressure of a cocoon (Bromberg et al. 2011). This may result
in the wider components of the jet having a lower energy or Lorentz-factor distribution
with angle from the jet-core region; such jet structures have been proposed as potential
EM counterparts to GW detected NS/BH-NS mergers (e.g. Lamb & Kobayashi 2017c;
Kathirgamaraju et al. 2017; Jin et al. 2017; Xiao et al. 2017).
An orphan afterglow population can reveal jet structure. The characteristic lightcurves

for the optical (observed r-band) emission from four jet structures are shown in Figure
3. The lightcurves show afterglow at various inclinations for jets with a given structure:
homogeneous jets, where the jet has a uniform energy and Lorentz-factor with angle from
the central axis; two-component jets, where an energetic and fast core is surrounded by
a wider sheath component with a fraction of the core energy; power-law jets, where the
energy and Lorentz-factor reduce with angle from the core edge following a negative index
power-law; and Gaussian jets, where the jet parameters follow a Gaussian distribution
with angle from the central axis. A detailed description of these models is given in
Lamb & Kobayashi (2017c).
Where wider jet components have a low-Lorentz factor, the prompt GRB emission

is suppressed similar to a low-Γ jet case. In Figure 3 the lightcurves associated with an
inclination that also produces a detectable GRB are shown as blue solid lines, failed-GRB
afterglows as red dashed-dotted lines, and off-axis orphan afterglows as black dashed-
dotted lines. The presence of jet structure is revealed at inclinations greater than the jet
core angle. Thus orphan afterglows from NS/BH-NS mergers can be used to indicate the
presence of extended jet structure beyond the homogeneous model.
For a GW detected population of NS/BH-NS mergers, the fraction of jet EM counter-

parts depends on the jet model. Where the jet population is made up of homogeneous
jets with a half-opening angle θj = 6◦, then the fraction of the population with a jet af-
terglow peak flux brighter than r-band magnitude 21 is ∼ 13.6%, of this fraction ∼ 13%
are GRB afterglows. Two-component jets have ∼ 30.0% of the population brighter than
magnitude 21, ∼ 9% of these are GRB afterglows. Power-law jets ∼ 36.9% of the popu-
lation brighter than magnitude 21, where ∼ 59% of these are GRB afterglows. Gaussian
jets ∼ 13.3% of the population brighter than magnitude 21, where ∼ 74% of these are
GRB afterglows. Here a GRB is defined as being detectable by Swift/BAT if the merger
occurs within the instruments field-of-view.

4. Summary

EM counterparts from relativistic merger-jets accompanying GW detected NS/BH-
NS mergers will reveal the structure and dynamical properties of short GRB jets. If a
significant population of merger-jets result in collimated low-Γ outflows, then a hidden
population of afterglow-like transients will be revealed. Such a population can be used
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Figure 3. Afterglow r-band lightcurves for jets at 200 Mpc. Lightcurves are plotted for an
observer at 5◦ increments in the range 0◦ 6 θobs 6 40◦. The model values used in each case are:
(top left) θc = θj = 6◦ for the homogeneous jet; (bottom left) θc = 6◦ for the two-component jet
where the second component extends to θj = 25◦ with 5% of the core energy and Lorentz factor;
(top right) θc = 6◦ for the power-law jet with an index k = 2 for θc < θ 6 25◦; and (bottom
right) θc = 6◦ for the Gaussian jet with a maximum θj = 25◦. Jets have an isotropic equivalent
blast energy of 2× 1052 erg, a bulk Lorentz factor Γ = 100 for the core region, and an ambient
medium density of n = 0.1. Blue lines indicate the afterglow of a GRB; red dashed lines indicate
an on-axis orphan afterglow i.e. within the wider jet opening angle but with suppressed prompt
emission; black dashed-dotted lines indicate an off-axis orphan afterglow. Figure adapted from
Lamb & Kobayashi 2017c

to constrain the Lorentz-factor distribution of a population of merger-jets. Alternatively,
the X-ray, optical or radio afterglow from a jet will reveal the presence of structure where
the system is favourably inclined, i.e. i ∼ 20− 40◦. Sharp lightcurve peaks, re-brighening
of the afterglow during the decline after peak, or a shallow rise index pre-peak are all
signatures of a structured jet viewed at an inclination greater than the core angle.

For jets inclined at angles much greater than the γ-ray bright core region an associated
GRB detection is not expected. However, the scattering of the prompt emission via a
cocoon of a mergers dynamical ejecta could result in a faint GRB seen at such wide
inclinations (Kisaka et al. 2017). Such a low-luminosity GRB will have an afterglow seen
off-axis and peaking at ∼ 100 days. The shape of the lightcurve for this afterglow will
reveal any intrinsic jet structure.

A significant population of failed GRBs from merger-jets, or the presence of extended
structure beyond a γ-ray bright jet-core, increases the rate of optical transients in an
untriggered deep, m . 26, optical survey (e.g. LSST). These jet structures and dynam-
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ical qualities can equally be applied to a long GRB population. For a discussion of the
transient rates from such jets for optical surveys see Lamb et al. (2017e).
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